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Dark Demons
 
In this life you'll never have the chance to drive your life...
Demons are everywhere..
They looking at you to control your life...
The last wish that you gave to yourself is completely lost..
                   ----
We are the end of history..
We never try to change everything...
The dark demons is behind you..
To keep the darkness inside your heart...
With no mercy they exploit you..
The dark demons inside...
                  ----
In this life we lose ourselves..
We lose everything who are important to us...
The mistery of our life is more and more strange to us...
The past dominates our hearts...
                ----
Our last breath is in the line of our way...
We hope for another life in our ground...
The graves are completely full of our souls...
(27/12/07)
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In The Shadows Of War
 
In the shadows...
To the broken dreams of freedom..
To the mountains of the only salvation..
They pray not to lose their relatives..
To the hell of war the cross not to forget...
Now the adults sons are living to the war for days..
And the mothers are in the churches for hours..
The tears are roll with passion...
The extinguished grins appeared to the persons...
The tender touch of pain in the bodies was ablaze..
The passion of malice the soldiers kills..
He is chasing the recollections...
A concealed secret under the persons...
A forgotten soul watches silently...
The lance of sword falls low..
The bloody corpses in the verge of death are found...
The tired hearts in the pain are opened...
The trees don't testify...
The flowers hush...
The looks testify the pain of inhumanity...
The women want their family...
Few turned with sword and shield...
the others didn't see sunbeam...
The women cry with pain...
They are lost and these as their children...
They make a grave to glorify...
They try to forget the pain..
In the grave a flower blooms...
Reminding them that the life grows!
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